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1 THE CENTR AL AMERICAN AND CARIBBE AN REGION SHARES COMMON CHALLENGES PERTAINING 
TO BORDER MANAGEMENT, with issues of document fraud, irregular migration and human 
trafficking presenting in most locations and corruption sometimes being an issue. All States 
face challenges related to the availability of finance and human expertise. Yet their shared 
dependency on aviation as an important economic driver and enabler of connectivity, the 
interdependency of their aviation networks and their shared goals of secure and facilitated 
travel mean that coalescence around deployment of proven best practices in and harmonized 
approaches to border management makes sense.

2 MODERN TECHNOLOGIES IN THE DOMAIN OF BORDER MANAGEMENT CAN ADDRESS MOST OF 
THE CHALLENGES PRESENTING IN THE REGION. Proper validation of electronic passports (and 
issuance of such passports to ensure that they are utilized in travel) will combat the use of 
fraudulent documents in irregular migration and human trafficking. Utilization of systems 
for receipt of information pre-travel can help facilitate more thorough data interrogation and 
reduce potential for corruption associated with single-person checks at borders. Technologies 
reduce the need for repeat human training and capacity building and ensure consistency in 
application of rules in all cases.

3 TECHNOLOGIES MUST COMPLEMENT E ACH OTHER. A strategic approach is needed to ensure 
that the right technologies are utilized to meet both current and future needs of a State. Travel 
authorization systems and Advance Passenger Information systems both involve transmission 
of data to authorities pre-travel, but can involve different types of data, different levels of 
data quality assurance and come from different sources, for example. They should be used 
individually, or to complement each other, to fulfil specific needs. Deployment of Automated 
Border Control systems depends on the utilization of ePassports by a significant portion of the 
travelling population in one’s ports.

4 DEPLOYMENT OF TECHNOLOGIES IN BORDER MANAGEMENT CRE ATES INTERDEPENDENCIES 
AMONGST AUTHORITIES responsible for different aspects of the border management process, 
capabilities and/or infrastructure. When it comes to Automated Border Controls, for example, 
authorities responsible for passport issuance, immigration and border management as well as 
airport authorities must typically work together to ensure consistency in their policies, procedures 
and capacities. Border authorities often need to work closely with law enforcement authorities to 
access and make use of security-related databases. National air transport facilitation committees, 
a structure each State must have in place in accordance with ICAO Annex 9 standards, provide 
excellent fora for collaboration amongst relevant authorities at both strategic and tactical levels.

5 TECHNOLOGIES BUILD UPON E ACH OTHER. The Digital Travel Credential builds upon the 
principles and technological capabilities of the ePassport. Issuance of Visible Digital Seals for 
Non-Constrained Environments leverages existing ePassport-issuing capabilities. Automated 
Border Control systems build upon utilization of ePassport reading infrastructure at manual 
control booths. Postponing investment in technologies typically serves only to leave States 
further behind in terms of their capabilities as technologies develop internationally. Prompt 
and strategic investment in technologies now will pay dividends later, making it easier to adapt 
to the changing landscape moving forward.



6 THE COVID-19 PANDEMIC HA S GIVEN IMPETUS TO THE IMPLEMENTATION OF TECHNOLOGIES THAT 
CAN PROVIDE FOR MORE SE AMLESS AND CONTACTLESS TR AVEL. It also exemplified the value of 
having pre-existing technological capabilities that could be adapted or pivoted to serve new 
needs created by the pandemic. The coming months and years are an ideal opportunity to put 
in place effective, efficient and agile capabilities that will meet passenger expectations in the 
current climate of health-awareness while enhancing resilience to future external disruptions.

7 ADOPTION OF TECHNOLOGIES BA SED ON INTERNATIONAL STANDARDS IS CRITICAL. Common 
approaches at regional level enhance regional connectivity, yet basing these approaches on 
international standards ensures compatibility with international networks. Having capabilities 
to properly process international passengers at one’s borders is an important driver of secure, 
facilitated global connectivity.

8 ICAO MAKES EX TENSIVE SUPPORT AVAIL ABLE TO ITS MEMBER STATES IN ORDER TO SUPPORT 
CAPACIT Y BUILDING IN THE DOMAIN OF BORDER MANAGEMENT. The ICAO Implementation and 
Capacity Building Working Group (ICBWG), a group convened by the Technical Advisory Group 
on Traveller Identification (TAG/TRIP), makes extensive guidance material available. ICAO’s 
Implementation Packages (iPACKs) offer hands on support to States interested in boosting their 
collaborative structures in the area of facilitation or in the issuance of Visible Digital Seals for 
Non-Constrained environments. ICAO’s new project on building a cost-benefit analysis tool for 
Automated Border Control provides a tailored tool to support investment analyses by States in the 
region. It is imperative that authorities make use of these resources to make more-informed decisions.

9 STATES IN THE REGION HAVE ALRE ADY RE APED THE BENEFITS OF INVESTING IN BORDER 
MANAGEMENT CAPABILITIES TO MEET THEIR NEEDS AND ADDRESS THEIR CHALLENGES.  
Many States have API and/or PNR systems in place. The majority are checking Interpol 
databases. Several have Automated Border Control systems in place. The representative of 
Aruba presented a comprehensive arrangement of technological capabilities that the island 
has put in place to facilitate more seamless travel across their borders. Those interested in 
exploring deployment of new or additional capabilities would do well to establish contact with 
those in the region who have already gone through this process in order to learn from them.

10 ICAO AL SO ACTS A S A FORUM FOR INTERNATIONAL E XCHANGE AMONGST BORDER CONTROL 
COMMUNITIES AND E XPERTS. The experts who delivered presentations in the seminar have 
made themselves available to attendees to answer questions and support their follow-up 
actions. Further outreach is encouraged. Additionally, States in the region are invited to 
participate in relevant ICAO working groups. In particular, the ICBWG, working under the ICAO 
TAG/TRIP, can be a very useful forum for State engagement. Participation in the ICBWG and its 
subgroups can allow for State expert views and expertise to be heard and concerns and specific 
challenges shared so that these groups may provide guidance in the future tailored to the 
region’s needs.



For questions related to the seminar 
itself and its specific outcomes, 

please contact: icao-pkd@icao.int

For questions related to ICAO’s 
capacity building work and/or 

participation in the ICAO Capacity 
Building Working Group and/or its 

subgroups and projects, please 
contact: icbwg@icao.int

The ICAO Secretariat, 
its experts and working 
groups will continue to 

support your work in 
follow-up to this seminar.
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